Ms McClellan - Curriculum Overview - Term 1 2022/23
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Chattering Children
IEYC

Art

Music

PE

We can sing
● Exploratory playing
● Moving and handling
● Coordination
● Building relationships
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11

We can use machines to do lots of things – wash our clothes,
cook a meal, take a photograph, play a game, even talk to
someone on the other side of the world! We are going to be
meeting some very amazing machines and using them in all
kinds of exciting ways.

Time capsule
Students will draw pictures of what
they would like to be in the future.
We will put them in the school’s time
capsule to look at 10 years later!

9

Press It, Click It!

Language and good communication skills are one of the most important life
skills we can learn. The ability to connect with people and to effectively
communicate our ideas to others will affect our personal relationships, our
confidence and feelings of self-worth, and our cognitive development. By
talking we can communicate and negotiate our needs and wants
successfully. We need to feel that we are heard. When you are able to take
part in the thinking and learning that is going on in the classroom, your
knowledge tends to stick as you are an active participant in your learning.
Chattering Children invites children to explore language through play.

HFS’s 40th Anniversary Art
Project
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Little Movers Make Giant Strides

All about me

Christmas

Helping hands | Portraits | Birthday & New Baby | My Family | My Family| Healthy me

● Moving and handling
● Speaking and Self-awareness
● Gross motor control
● Coordination and teamwork

14

We need to move to support our brain growth. The greatest
skill of all is being able to sit still, but this can only be achieved
if we have lots of time to do physical activity.
Stand up with your feet together, and imagine that your legs
are zipped together. Now close your eyes and be still. Can you
feel how you are stopping yourself from falling over? In order
to get mastery of our bodies, we need to move, in all directions
and for several hours a day!

Through pictures and books, children will find out about past and present events in their life, and in those of their family
members and other people they know.
Children will begin to learn more about their own culture and beliefs and those of others.

Travel

13

Animal voices
● Teamwork
● Coordination
● Balance
● Using Imagination

Students will learn about the
meaning of celebration. They will
work in groups to identify symbols
found in Christmas art and compare
examples of artwork. Students will
then create their own Christmas
drawings, paintings and crafts.

Winter Show Preparation
● Following Instructions
● Moving and Handling
● Balance
● Gross motor skill

